
INCIDENT REPORTING - LOAD SHIFT (FLOW CHART)

or deputy if not available

Incident

Occurs (Tata Steel Ijmuiden 

load in order of P&O)

Reported by:

Emergency

Services
Client

Driver /

Operator / 

Subcontractor

Enforcement

Authority

General

Public

Identify Caller

&

Nature of Incident

Start

Incident

Form

Inform caller they will 

communicate to

Q, H&S Manager

IMMEDIATELY

verbally inform

H&S Manager & H&S  

to pass over

Incident Form 

available via website

Q, H&S Manager, Direct number see 

contacts P&O

Confirms nature & 

severity of incident

Call received by

POFM personnel +31 (0) 251-262926 

Is it a 

MAJOR

incident?

YES, Inform 

QTS 
NO

Start investigation get 

statement from driver and 

get proof (used straps)

MAJOR INCIDENT: As a general principle, a major emergency incident will be deemed to have occurred when there

is a fatality, serious personal injury, load loss, substantial load shift, damage to vehicle or trailer. Such incidents shall

include (for example and without limitation):

- Any fatality.

- Any accident resulting in serious injury which necessitates hospitalisation.

- A road accident involving vehicles which results in serious personal injury.

- A load loss

- A substantial load shift (causing damage to product, vehicle or trailer)

- Incidents likely to attract attention of local or national media.

P&O and QTS consider to go to location. If possible 

and depending on situation and the location 

Close, Inform Tata 

Steel QTS by email

Driver advises haulier 

Driver has to follow 

instructions of 

Authorities. 

Safety First!

Go to safe location 

but make sure the 

load can not fall off 

while driving 

Haulier advises driver to follow 

steps of incident report form.

http://www.poferrymasters.com/

tatasteel/health-and-

safety/haulier-incident-reporting/

 Driver should make pictures 

situation and come with a 

detailed statement

Contacts QTS: 

QTS outside office hours: 0251 496388

Back up: 

Adrian Banks 06 11 905 010 

Paul Venneker 06 12 601 013

Contacts POFM:

P&O outside office hours: 0251 26 29 26 

Back up

Thijs Bleijendaal 06 203 903 40 

Eric Gooren 06 12 153 628

Niels van der Putten 06 22 244 855 

    YES      NO

Get statement from driver  

via haulier and ask for proof 

(used straps)

Tata Steel and P&O Assist 

driver in re-securing the 

load to drive safely to 

depot, customer, or return 

to Tata Steel. Note: Tata 

Steel remains owner of the 

load 

Assess via phone/email in 

re-securing the load to drive 

safely to depot, customer, 

or return to Tata Steel. Note 

Tata Steel remains owner of 

the load

SDO

A Systematic in depth 

investigation needs to be held 

within 1 week after incident. 

Present: QTS, P&O and 

recommended: Haulier and 

Driver. Haulier must make sure 

driver is available for interview 

Visit or ask location 

(receiver) to inspect the 

shifted goods and make 

pictures
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